Replicability and efficiency of data processing on the same data samples are a major challenge for the analysis of data produced by HEP experiments. Highlevel data analyzed by end-users are typically produced as a subset of the whole experiment data sample to study interesting selection of data (streams). For standard applications, streams may be eventually copied from servers and analyzed on local computing centers or user machine clients. The creation of streams as copy of a subset of the original data results in redundant information stored in filesystems and may be not efficient: if the definition of streams changes, it may force a reprocessing of the low-level files with consequent impact on the data analysis efficiency.
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We propose an approach based on a database of lookup tables intended for dynamic and on-demand definition of data streams. This enables the end-users, as the data analysis strategy evolves, to explore different definitions of streams with minimal cost in computing resources. We also present a prototype demonstration application of this database for the analysis of the AMS-02 experiment data
HEP data formats and data streams
Typical process for production of end-user analysis data RAW data -Low level instrument information, no physics objects
Reconstructed data
-High level physics objects -Organized in events as part of runs Data streams -Subset of events or runs selected for a specific analysis DST data -Simplified data structure with a selection of variables and high level information
Production of data streams -Static approach • Process reconstructed data • Select interesting events • Copy subset of events to data stream
Drawbacks:
• Changes in the definition of the stream or in the selection force a new data reprocessing • Data processing can be resource demanding • Data streams are copied to analysis centers and the information is duplicated
Creation of a database for dynamic definition of data streams • Access to reconstructed data information and test all pre-defined selection criteria • Store the information on a database indexed by run & event number • Index the database with the data ntuples Definition of stream • Inspect the database for events that fulfill the selection criteria • Interesting events are automatically selected • Non interesting events are not access from filesystem at all 
